Presentation GBT services ..

..we are available for outsourced operations .
Italian Client Service Specialist.
Our SERVICES AND our PRODUCTS STANDARD proposed are here scheduled :
These are all our skills that are focused on the research of commercial and industrial and purposes aimed on sectors
defined,with the support of experts with the help of printed publications and data.Shall apply in particular to new
projects.
First commercial service (for someone who looking for clients) concerns the research for experts and sales and
marketing, agents and representatives, vendors and particular attention to anyone who might be useful in the
development of operational saling in Italian industrial areas. The service is 'visible on www.stravendo.com and it is
related to the construction of commercial networks. This our proposal could be used by foreign producers turned to the
Italian market and start-up who are starting their business in Italy or everyone who .
A second service (encounter between those who invest and buy with who provides goods and manufacture the
building constructions in Italy ) and it's visibled on www.tutto.mobi and the cross of bid and demand regard all the
arguments of the 16 web sites listed here. We therefore propose a showcase of supply requests that require an estimate
or a design. In this space we let the potential italian customers to fit their demands and needs. All this service is
absolutely free. If a supplier of services or products look for the exposed elements or other similar , could ask to us
about the description or could send us a particular request . We also provide to look for all the other service products
required, and with tutto.mobi web site and with our agent we shall put you in touch with potential customers.
A third service (for those who invent the future) concerns the search for Italian products and the search for Italian
industrial supplies for foreign producers. This research 'in a particularly interesting perspective of European integration
between Italian and foreign companies in finding partners aimed at specific projects and sponsored by the EU
institutions. As a group UTILI.BIZ have optimal knowledge of the Italian production and research so we can provide up
to date and fast ( for you). Using the Directory Exp.im looking for partners to set up ventures of imports and exports.
Two other proposals are also complementary to the previous services.
The first concerns the search for commercial agents specialized in the areas specified in the list of visible
www.stravendo.com. The second concerns the publication of events such as fairs (www.fiera.ws) shows, always
related to the fields defined in the list.
Contact: Guido GiovanniCell. 339/6841758 Web site: www.utili.biz the "Pie 1"; Mail: gg@gbt.it
More details:
As a company of commercial agents operating on all Italy areas , we would like to work with the recruitment
manager to streamline recruitment process in italy area and work to champion the employee candidate
referral programme .
As ombudsman of ADR Piemonte ( Camera di Commercio) we are specialized in settlements of disputes; In this field
we could help you in the operation for the italian investors and about this items we could resolve inbound
verbal , email and written enquiries from the italian customers .
As a company of commercial consultants offer service area manager or commercial management .We offer potential
contacts with many in Italy and we look for datas on request. Also we would like
ensure your italian customers and explain what they can expect from you in a long term .

Sincerely Guido Giovanni cell +39-339 6841758

web site : www.utili.biz sezione “Pie 1” ; Mail : gg@gbt.it

Il sottoscritto, autorizza il trattamento dei propri dati, ai sensi del D.Lgs n. 196 del 30/06/03 per usi
finalizzati all'utilizzo dell'attività descritta.

